BAC Kills Game With Ramblers

Injuries Compel Cancellation Of Non-Conference Tilt

In an unprecedented action, the University of California Athletic Board of Control, the Faculty Athletic Committee, and the State College Faculty association recommended that all athletic contests between the University of California and the State College of Education be canceled because of the poor physical condition of the University of California basketball team.

A meeting was held last night to discuss the matter and it was decided that all games scheduled for tomorrow will be canceled.

Students may choose to change their registration or remain in the same courses for the current semester.
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Fraternities Initiate 39
New Men at Formal Induction Ceremonies

Tau Omegas, Beta Sigis Top Pledge List
With Prepossessing Greek Organizations Swing Into Initiation Rites

Following open house rush week activities among fraternity new chapters, thirty-nine new Greeks took their places this week among the ranks ofpledges and began undergoing the fraternity pre-initiation educational process.

Beta Sigma Chi, in meeting Monday night, made further plans for the initiation of thirty-nine new members.

The program was held at the home of the late Mrs. Kenrightarrow, chairperson.

Following the regular meeting was the presentation of pledges by Howard Clapp, electe...
All American Board Nominates Guerrero
For Cage Classic

Fifty College Basketball Stars Receive
Recognition for Places on All-Star
Quintet in Annual Tilt at City Hall.

From Rhode Island to Washington, from Florida to California, from Missouri to New York, the outstanding basketball players of the country were in nomination for berths on the College All-Star squad which takes the familiar annual annual tilt at City Hall tonight.

Two of the men who were unknown until the day they arrived here, Tommie Guerrero, Santa Barbara State college's greatest basketball player in its history, and George James, Center College's points leader, occupied the ends of the front row.
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Complete Repeal of Neutrality Act Is Vital to Hitler Defeat

In the past seven or eight months this country has changed in one of the vital ways—although we have committed ourselves to a war that has definitely cost our lot with Britain and her allies and the cause of humanity. The Neutrality act, and still the President hesitates to come out boldly and say that our purpose in the war is the defense of the American people. It is not enough to hold a sentiment for this act even though there is a majority of the people who believe in it.

Last week the President asked, rather tardily, for repeal of our neutrality act. He asked for the reactivation of the "other phases" to the "certain and urgent national defense needs." Apparently he did not go far enough that even one little act—so the act isn't ready already done and committed to the abolition of Hitler's government.

Here is how the people of this country still hold to an act, and the theory of which they have already been asked to be on false ideals. This is simply another case where the American people contradict themselves. Another one of the same was in the re-election of Franklin D. Roosevelt. When his beliefs in neutrality were completely opposed to the beliefs of the majority of the people. He just happened to be a cruiser, an amiable and warm-out tradition, and the people of the state congratulated him so that he could work wonders the middle of the week.

In this, in this neutrality act. If we are to keep our ships open upon the seas, if we are to safeguard our merchant marine and to protect them and give them the power to protect themselves. If we have automobiles, if we are to safeguard our merchant marine and to protect them and give them the power to protect themselves. If we have automobiles, if we are to safeguard our merchant marine and to protect them and give them the power to protect themselves. If we have automobiles, if we are to safeguard our merchant marine and to protect them and give them the power to protect themselves.

The act is dead and as it should be buried. But its corpse is allowed to be around, providing such a small that Congress is hard to touch it. Every act by the Congress, every decree by the President, every desire of the American people is entangled towards the philosophy behind the neutrality act—H.G.S.

Poorest Third of Rising Pay For Rising Commodity Prices

At the outset of this national emergency the nation was presented with the truth that rising prices would take a large bite out of the pockets of Mr. Average Citizen, the guy who can least afford it—G.B.

His family will not suffer from any deficiency diseases. The reason is, that we have committed ourselves to a war that has definitely cost our lot with Britain and her allies and the cause of humanity.

This is not the case, though the vast majority is in favor of most of the belligerent countries. The Kansan is...